YOUR SPECIALIST FOR WORKSPACE AND STORAGE EQUIPMENT

A PORTRAIT OF THE COMPANY
Welcome to the No. 1

LISTA is the recognized market leader in Europe in respect to workspace and storage equipment. We have set the standard and our name stands synonymous for drawer cabinets. The wide selection of cabinets, workstations and shelving systems can be freely combined to make your workspace work. Our products are enjoyed today by over 100,000 satisfied customers in a variety of different industries.

Successful for over 70 years

At the age of 20 in 1945, Alfred Lienhard opened his first workshop as a qualified locksmith. He produced simple steel tube equipment, garden furniture and clothes lockers, followed later by the first drawer cabinets.

In 1951, Lienhard Stahlbau moved to Erlen. The expanding business focused on business and storage fittings. The first sales companies were created.

From the initial small locksmith's business, a global company has grown up. Since then, LISTA has constantly applied quality assurance and forward-looking innovation to its product range.
A System for Your Success.

The LISTA standard unit is the base of a system in which multiple components can be combined and matched. Cabinets, workstations and workbenches, or shelving systems can be freely configured, independently partitioned, intelligently labelled and protected with access control. Furthermore, almost any colour can be chosen to meet your desire. In short, LISTA provides a system to organise your business successfully.

The clever modular system

Using a practical grid system, the LISTA unit (E) ensures that housings, drawers and separators always fit neatly together.

The LISTA unit is 17 mm, and is based on the grid system for drawer subdivision. Thanks to this standardised basic grid, all partition materials can be used across the entire product range.

This means that LISTA can provide flexible drawer partitioning for almost every kind of inventory item. Whether an industrial company needs to store tools, or a hospital needs to keep medication safe and well organised: the LISTA standard creates the ideal system for all sectors and for every need.
Wide product range

**Heavy-duty shelves**
Ideal for storage of heavy items up to 1,000 kg per pull-out shelf (9,000 kg per shelving unit).

**Transportable substructures for mobile shelf units**
Mobile substructures create miracles of space from shelf storage walls, shelving systems and drawer cabinets in any available space.

**Shelving systems**
Whether a one- or two-storey design, shelving systems offer a stable and space-saving storage option.

**Drawer storage walls**
These units combine the benefits of a drawer cabinet with those of a shelving system and can be configured individually.

**Drawer cabinets with sliding doors**
The cabinets allow you to keep large tools handy and save storage space, as well as being securely lockable.

**Quality Station**
The testing and control workstations offer space for everything you need for quality assurance, in a compact area.

**Well organised and efficient**

**Partition materials and labelling system**
The partition materials and labelling system ensure everything can be found easily and that space can be maximised.

**Locking and access control systems**
Using a variety of systems, the security level can easily be adapted to suit the importance of whatever is being stored.

**Dynamic systems**
The speed and flexibility of dynamic systems mean that they improve the efficiency of production and logistics processes.
Individual and flexible

Your choice of colours
LISTA is able to deliver any individual colour on request. In addition to the existing standard and predefined colours available without any supplement, every product can be manufactured in any colour on request. Housings and drawers can also be ordered in different colours.
A Solution to Match Your Needs.

Products made by LISTA have set standards by reaching far beyond standard applications. We are committed to fulfilling customer requirements with tailor-made solutions – regardless of project size or industry. Our universal system and vast planning expertise will turn your expectations into reality – promptly and reliably.

Advice and planning

LISTA has achieved a high level of consultancy skills and is one of the leaders in this sector. Individual requests are no problem for us, our wide-ranging wealth of experience rapidly delivers a practical solution.

Competent advice and service guarantee that, from the project planning stage to fitting, working areas and other spaces installed by LISTA serve their purpose optimally – no matter how complex the task.

And following installation you always have access to our skilled staff for advice or assistance. This means that with LISTA, you are buying everything from one source, and you will have a efficiently functioning workspace for every challenge, in line with our motto: making workspace work.
Overview of our sector

The demands of modern workstations and working areas are as diverse as the world of work itself. That is why LISTA systems are made to be flexible and adaptable. The system approach delivers optimal solutions for many very different users. In every sector and for every size of order.

Some examples of our customers:

**Automotive**
Audi, BMW, Bugatti, Chrysler, Citroën, Continental, Daimler, Dallara, Ferrari, Ford, Lamborghini, Magna, MAN, Maserati, McLaren, Mercedes-Benz, Opel, Peugeot, Porsche, Renault, Toyota, Volvo, VW

**Aviation**
Air Berlin, Airbus, Air France, Austrian, Eurocopter, KLM, Lufthansa, MTU Aero Engines, Qatar Airways, Rega, Singapore Airlines, Swiss

**Banks and Administration**
Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Austrian National Bank, PWC, Sanitas, UBS

**Mechanical Engineering**
ABB, Benteler Automotive, Bühler, Getrag, Heidelberg, Schaeffler Group, Siemens, ThyssenKrupp

**Fire Services**
Professional fire crews, fire protection service, voluntary fire brigade

**Metalworking**
Cameron, Danieli, Georg Fischer, Hein & Oetting Feinwerktechnik Oerlikon, ThyssenKrupp

**Healthcare**
Baxter, Bayer, Berlin-Chemie, Biotronik, Caritas, German Red Cross, Evonik Industries, Klosterfrau Healthcare Group, Merck, Novartis, Rega, Roche, Spitex, Synthes, Takeda

**Museums**
Clocks, jewellery, coins etc.
Cartier, Chopard Genève, Glashütte, IWC, Louis Vuitton, Patek Philippe Genève, Pro Aurum, Richemont, Rolex, Swarovski, Swatch

Public Transport
Alstom, BUG Verkehrsbau AG, DB, SBB, Stadler

Motor Racing
Formula 1, Red Bull, Schuler Fahrzeugbau, Team Sauber

Schools and Universities
ETH, University of Cambridge, University of Manchester, Hochschule der Künste, Hochschule Rapperswil, RWTH Aachen, Zürcher Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften

Work, Education and Leisure
BFI Vocational Training Centre Steiermark, HBLA for Forestry Management, OTT-Jakob Spanntechnik, swimming pools and sports grounds, Waldrich Coburg

Maintenance and Repair
AMAG, vehicle garages, Re Steel

Defence and Security

Tool Manufacturers
BOSCH, D’Andrea, Fehlmann, Gerardi, Hella, Hilti, Kintek, Leitz, Precitool, Sandvik, SECO, Stahlwille, Stihl, Walter
A Sound Investment.

By opting for LISTA you place your trust in durability and continuity. Our unique 10-year product and re-ordering guarantee reflects our corporate philosophy. We process only the highest quality materials. Our products are made in Switzerland or Germany and shipped to customers through a broad distribution and service network.

Reliable and secure

Our passion for precision and our continual focus on the needs of the market are some of the salient characteristics of LISTA.

Quality is the benchmark for production. All solutions fully meet customers’ wishes in terms of their functionality and their configuration.

And the lifespan of our products is also something we devote much attention to. Not only do we give our products a 10-year guarantee: Our system lifespan is also guaranteed, so that you can continue to add matching products even years later.
LISTA worldwide – a skilled sales network somewhere near you

- Egypt
- Australia
- Belgium
- Bosnia-Herzegovina
- China
- Denmark
- Germany
- Estonia
- Finland
- France
- Greece
- Iran
- Ireland
- Israel
- Italy
- Japan
- Qatar
- Croatia
- Latvia
- Liechtenstein
- New Zealand
- Netherlands
- Norway
- Oman
- Austria
- Poland
- Portugal
- Romania
- Russian Federation
- Sweden
- Switzerland
- Serbia
- Singapore
- Slovakia
- Slovenia
- Spain
- Czech Republic
- Turkey
- Hungary
- United Arab Emirates
- United Kingdom

- Switzerland
  LISTA AG, Erlen, 57,700 m²

- Germany
  LISTA GmbH, Bergneustadt, 17,650 m²